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Systems Diagram 

Farm Map Diagram (Travel Distance) 

Perspective – Urban farm with people working in it, and community in background 

Microcosm Diagram (cycle) 

Food Desert – North Lawndale Map 

Chicago Food Desert Map 

Vacant Lots Map 

Overlay Vacant Lots and Food Desert Map 

North vs South Lawndale vs Chicago Comparison 

Site Plan with Vacant Lots 

Animal Input/Output Diagram 

Animal Requirements (Food, Water, Shelter) in Detail Diagram 

Site Selection Plan (With lot size breakdowns) 

Rotational Grazing Diagram (with schedules, showing daily usage) 

Program Diagram 

(Site Model here?) 

Zoomed Program Diagram – Cow House  

Perspectives – Section Perspective of Farmers House and Cow House 

ZPD – Farmers Market 

Perspectives – Farmers Market 

ZPD – Alleyway and Road Conditions (intersection thing) 

ZPD – Fencing Strategy 

Perspectives – Framed Views and Fencing Strategy 

Section Model – explain how everything comes together 

Conclusion – This proposed strategy of urban farming is not an overnight strategy. It would take several 
years to fully implement what I just spoke about, and here is the phasing strategy to get this done. 

PHASING PLAN – BOOM! 
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Module 1 Flora and Fauna

Introduction:

The current framework of urban agriculture focuses on the 
growth and distribution of farmed goods, such as plants, 
vegetables, herbs, and grains; however, meat is being imported 
from rural areas. The closest cattle producing farm is approxi-
mately 40 miles away in Oswego, IL. Because of the distance, 
meat must travel to get into urban areas such as Chicago, 
distributed meat undermines the process of local food produc-
tion. Paired with the abundance of vacant lots in Chicago, 
specifi cally in areas where fresh food is inaccessible or unavail-
able, urban agriculture can potentially provide all the basic food 
groups in these food deserts by utilizing these vacant lots as a 
more effi cient system of food production.

In this proposal, urban livestock is raised in the city through 
distributed commons, integrated as a reconfi guration of vacant 
lots in the North Lawndale neighborhood. Cows, pigs, goats, 
and chickens will eat on public land transformed into green 
pastures, and sleep in the same buildings as workers who will 
work in the reclaimed farmland. This urban intervention will 
provide fresh food for families, employment opportunities for 
community members, educate children and adults on the 
process of food production and reducing the waste of food 
through this education, and empower surrounding communities 
with similar circumstances.
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Module 1 Flora and Fauna

Community identity is paramount for this proposal to succeed. 
The urban farm will provide cows, pigs, goats, and chickens, 
and their respective byproducts such as milk, eggs, and cheese, 
and will require the community to be willing to shift from conven-
tional urban practices in obtaining food and groceries to a more 
holistic and localized food distribution network. The project is 
most benefi cial when partnered with an educational institute as 
it could integrate itself into a school’s curriculum, teaching 
students about rural practices in an urban setting, and tech-
niques in waste reduction as practiced in a typical rural 
farmland. These practices can be taught within a classroom 
environment, and then enforced through on-the-fi eld simula-
tions; for example, rotational grazing is one form of appropriating 
resources for long-term use, but the advent of effi cient repurpos-
ing of animal excrement could provide opportunity for new 
fertilizer, which could potentially expedite grass regrowth 
periods.

By reducing food distance, repurposing vacant lots into urban 
commons, and reusing waste products from the community and 
the animals, the community as a whole can attain a stronger 
sense of interdependence from larger corporations. The 
decentralization of common food distribution could ultimately 
streamline the food production process to a point where fresh 
food saturates a market currently dominated by preservatives. 
This prototypical design helps to promote the idea of educating 
youth on the intricacies of food production and the ability to 
repurpose vacant lots.

03
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Module 1 Flora and Fauna

Food Deserts

A food desert is described as an area where it is diffi cult to buy 
affordable or fresh food. Mari Gallagher proposed an alternative 
measure of food deserts called food balance theory; essentially, 
food balance theory is the ratio comparing the distance of fresh 
food and fast food. The average distance from the center of a 
city block to a grocery store relative to a fast food establishment 
is scored as a ratio. Blocks with a ratio greater than one are 
closest to fast food and farthest from fresh food, while those with 
a ratio less than one are closest to a grocery store than fast 
food.

Based on the work of Mari Gallagher, approximately 7099 
(37.62%) of Chicago blocks are mainly white, and their average 
food distance for groceries is .39 miles compared to .28 miles 
for fast food, or a food access score of 1.39. Conversely, 
African-Americans account for a majority of 7397 (39.10%) of 
census blocks in Chicago, and their average food distance for 
groceries is .58 while fast food is at .32 miles, or a food access 
score of 1.81. African-Americans have to travel the farthest to 
get fresh food, and account for the lowest average income of 
those reported in the study. Her work recognizes several food 
deserts in Chicago, which they also suggest a correlation to 
diet-based deaths.
`
Though food deserts have been recognized as a health problem 
in Chicago, few solutions are implemented to help resolve the 
growing issues of health and obesity, partly due to poor nutrition 
and inaccessibility of fresh food at affordable prices. Families 
already struggling to provide shelter for their family are bur-
dened with high food costs, and turn to fast food as an easy 
solution to suppressing hunger temporarily. Despite grocery 
stores providing a partial remedy to the food desert situation, 
grocers still pass on the costs of food distribution to their patrons 
in order to keep themselves in fi nancial stability. By developing a 
food production program locally, these distribution costs are kept 
minimal and provide greater opportunities to families for fresher 
and higher quality produce and meats. 

04
Comparison of food 
deserts and vacant 
lots

05
Comparison of food 
access in Chicago 
(source: Mari 
Gallagher)
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Module 1 Flora and Fauna

Vacant Lots

In 2012, the population of Chicago was approximately 2,714,856 
people. The average household size was 2.6 people per 
household, and there were approximately 11,919 people per 
square mile living in Chicago at the time. There are also 38,378 
acres of vacant land, or 5.9% of the available land. Of this 
vacant land, 2,680 acres of that is part of the city owned vacant 
land, overseen by the Cook County Land Bank Authority. This 
organization was created upon recognizing the number of 
vacant property in Chicago, the amount of unpaid property taxes 
with low likelihood of repayment, and the desire of making the 
unused property something more productive.

In an overlay of vacant lots in Chicago with the food deserts in 
Chicago, it is apparent that areas with high vacancy and empty 
lots coincide with areas inaccessible to fresh food. With the 
Land Bank’s assistance, this proposal could repurpose the 
vacant lots to become a common grazing area for cattle and 
other typically rural farm animals, while retrofi tting new program 
into abandoned houses so that they better serve the needs of 
the urban farm.

06
Overlay of food 
deserts map (Mari 
Gallagher) on top of 
vacant lots map of 
Chicago

07
Site plan of North 
Lawndale and South 
Lawndale with 
vacant lots
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Module 1 Flora and Fauna

Animal Comparisons

To size the project, animal requirements were extensively 
studied to provide optimal conditions for raising animals. The 
research began by looking at animals that are typically found on 
a farm setting in a Midwest climate zone, and then looking at 
how these animals can fi t into a prototypical urban farm environ-
ment. Animals with extravagant requirements of space, food, or 
other nutrients were excluded from the research as they 
detracted from the feasibility of the project’s scope, and the list 
of animals were reduced to cows, pigs, goats, and chickens; 
these animals were selected for their fl exible space require-
ments, food requirements, and ability to create byproducts 
benefi cial to urban food production.

In the chart, it is apparent that cows have the highest food and 
water demands, and produce the most meat, milk, and manure. 
They also require the most sleeping and eating space, so it 
made sense to begin with the cow for design considerations. 
The cow also has specifi c restrictions in terms of ground 
conditions, where they have trouble climbing slopes greater than 
1:10. Thus, in designing around the needs of a cow, and then 
expanding to accommodate the different animal groups, it is 
ensured that the conditions of the urban farm fi t all users.

Another design condition was the grazing space required for a 
cow. Utilizing crop rotation, which allows some regrowth of the 
grass, is one form of effi cient grazing techniques; another 
technique involves designing for double the cows’ food require-
ments. Thus, the grass has ample time to regrow, and it also 
adjusts for emergency rations for extreme climate, poor irriga-
tion which could lead to less grass production, or even 
unexpected animal population increase. In the proposal, there 
would be enough resources to maintain 4 cow-calf pairs, 2 cows 
(which are expected to be two years old and older), 6 goats, 3 
kids, 8 pigs, and between 20 and 24 chickens.

08
Comparison of 
animals inputs and 
outputs

09
Tentative schedule 
of rotational crop 
grazing. Pigs 
travel the shortest 
distance, and all 
animals are closest 
to the Farmer’s 
Market on Saturday
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Module 1 Flora and Fauna

Program

The urban farm utilizes abandoned buildings not only for the 
working farmers, but also for the animals to share the space 
with these farmers. This relationship between farmer and animal 
is brought into the household, where the basement space 
becomes storage for farm equipment, the ground fl oor reserved 
for animals, and the fl oors above for the farmer and their family. 
By keeping these programmatic elements in the same building, 
the resilience of the prototype is fortifi ed by this relationship of 
three major components needed to keep the farm running.

In the program, regions are appropriated for each animal group. 
Clusters of adjacent housing units are unifi ed to create a 
connected resting area for animals, kept in sight of the farmers 
due to their proximity of sleeping areas, and the way the fences 
are designed for transparency. Other abandoned property are 
refi t with watering stations for the animals, storage for excess 
hay, additional residence for farmers, and education spaces to 
incorporate the curriculum of the nearby high school. Included in 
the educational area is a vet area, so that students can under-
stand the methods of treating a sick animal.

A support area, which houses the major equipment components 
and other food processing equipment, is located near the edge 
of the site, but close to the reclaimed alleyways so that the new 
infrastructure continues to function effectively. Within the support 
area is a biogas digester, used to generate supportive energy 
from biodegradable waste products and animal byproducts. The 
support area also has a milking station and a butcher area.
The alleyway system in this area has been repurposed to 
become the roads for the animals to access different pastures 
during the feeding schedule. The alley still allows for garbage 
pick up to occur, but that process is integrated into the manure 
collection, sorted at the facility and sent to recycling or the 
biogas digester.

Additional buildings have been retrofi t to include an urban 
agriculture system, such as hydroponics or aquaponics, to 
provide the food for animals that don’t require grass as their 
primary diet. Chickens rely on corn and other starch, while pigs 
need the nutrients from grain and vegetable. These crops are 
grown so that half is sold back to the community, while the other 
half used to sustain the animals on the land.

10
Program distribution 
of urban farming 
proposal
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Module 1 Flora and Fauna

Building Design

By retrofi tting animal shelter into an already existing house, the 
building serves a new function of growth. The relationship 
between the farmer and animal is apparent – the farmer raises 
the animal, provides nourishment for its growth so that the 
animal reciprocates when it becomes food. The animal also 
provides latent benefi ts to the farmer. It provides heat, which 
during the winter, could benefi t in cutting down heating costs. It 
also provides a quality of waste that can be put into a biogas 
digester to generate energy. The animal provides companion-
ship, a sense of responsibility for another organism, and 
opportunity to use the animal to benefi t the community. A single 
cow produces approximately 20,000 gallons of milk a year. That 
is enough milk for 438 people to enjoy 16 ounces a day for an 
entire year, or the beverage for students at the school.

The cow cannot walk beyond a 20% grade slope; thus, the 
split-level houses commonly found in Chicago need a ramp 
system to alleviate some of the slope. The ramp system in the 
proposal creates a connection between the land and the 
building, and then bridges a connection between egress and 
ventilation using stack ventilation. Cattle produces unpleasant 
odors, which residents may not be adjusted to. While the smell 
would require some adjustment from the community, the stack 
ventilation strategy allows houses to utilize cross ventilation for 
some airfl ow, and then forcing the unwanted odors out of the 
building through staggered vents in the roof. With the fencing 
strategy, the odor is fi ltered within the site.

11
Building sections 
of proposed cow 
retrofit housing
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Module 1 Flora and Fauna

Fencing Strategy

While typical fencing strategies could work in this project, using 
electricity to shock animals into avoiding an artifi cial boundary 
detracts from the projects intent of utilizing a more humane 
methodology of training and retaining animals. The proposed 
fencing system is a combination of a ha-ha system and 
pleached hedges. A ha-ha system uses a retaining wall on one 
end, and slopes the ground from a recessed level to grade, 
creating a slope that prevents animals from approaching the 
edge of the ha-ha. A pleached hedge is a strategy of manipulat-
ing the growth of a hedge, through trimming or bending, so that 
it creates a naturalistic fence. Because this fencing strategy 
requires more time, the proposal includes a phasing plan, 
beginning with typical wooden fences, and gradually growing 
and making fencings through the pleaching and pollarding 
strategy to create a natural density of containment. This 
combination of fencing enforces the idea that a farm does not 
have to become the typical farms seen in majority rural areas, 
but could adapt and change to fi t the needs of the urban 
environment.

Through pleaching, the hedges and the trees form a natural 
framing system, where viewpoints are created to look into the 
site and understand the workings of the operation, while being 
at a distance where the observer is safe as well as the animals 
kept safely within the designated grazing areas. When the 
fencing strategy approaches the intersection of car and animal, 
the path for the animal goes under the road, eliminating the 
possibility of an accident. The strategy also benefi ts from its 
adaptability, as different conditions of land can use either hedge 
or ha-ha without breaking the visual path through the site.

12
Ha Ha Diagram

13
Heaton Hall’s Ha Ha

14
Mock up model of 
ha ha and hedge 
interaction

15
Framed views of 
cattle using hedge 
fence and tree lines
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Module 1

Resources:

http://www.marigallagher.com/site_media/dynamic/project_fi les/
Chicago_Food_Desert_Report.pdf

http://www.cookcountylandbank.org/data-analytics/
http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/17/1714000.html

http://www.city-data.com/neighborhood/North-Lawndale-Chica-
go-IL.html

Special acknowledgement to Helen Lauth for her invaluable 
advice and answering questions regarding animal care, 
requirements, and other practical questions
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